NUVO Editorial Interns

NUVO is looking for talented, detail-oriented, high-energy students who are enthusiastic about learning the craft and practice of journalism in the areas of news, music, arts and food and drink.

The successful candidates for these internships will have excellent writing and reporting skills and the desire and ability to learn how to create compelling features of an independent, alternative weekly printed publication with a global, 24/7 online presence. The intern may also be asked to learn and investigate the best practices for marketing editorial content and engaging NUVO’s readership through all of NUVO’s social media platforms. A solid knowledge of AP style is very helpful, although NUVO does have its own stylistic guidelines.

NUVO’s Editorial Interns will report directly to the editor in charge of their specific beat.

Educational meetings will be set up between managers of different departments and the student interns. As this internship opportunity will extend over multiple semesters, the intern will be expected to share and communicate their accumulated knowledge with their successor and learn from their predecessor.

Responsibilities of the Editorial Interns include but are not limited to: research, fact-checking, copy-editing, reporting, source interviews, writing, online posting of original and others’ content and collaboration with other interns on larger stories. Interns may work with their beat editor to aggregate postings into cohesive print pieces. The intern may see both online and print bylines as a result.

Interns will be required to log the hours dictated by IUPUI for accreditation. This internship is unpaid and is for-credit only.

To apply, please contact:

NEWS: Amber Stearns astearns@nuvo.net
ARTS: Emily Taylor etaylor@nuvo.net
MUSIC: Katherine Coplen kcoplen@nuvo.net
FOOD/DRINK: Ed Wenck ewenck@nuvo.net